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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome to Webinar #4  - We’re in the home stretch.  Today we’ll focus on the Water Column Component and talk a little more about a few aspects of mapping that will be of interest. 
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Water Column Component (WCC)

Describes the structures, patterns and processes of 
the water column 

Three Subcomponents
Depth zones
Hydroforms and subforms
Biotic Groups & Biotopes

Modifers
salinity, temperature, etc.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Water Column Component (WCC) of CMECS describes the pelagic environment of estuaries and oceans and identifies the structures, patterns, properties, processes, and biology of the water column that are relevant to ecological relationships and habitat-organism interactionsThe water column presents special challenges to classification and characterization because of  its three-dimensional structure, wide range of spatial scales, high degree of temporal variability, and inherent challenges with measurementIt also has three subcomponents  based on depth zones (both a horizontal and vertical grid), water column structure and biotaImportant variables like salinity, temperature, and turbidity and currently used as modifiers for these units –there’s a chance they’ll get moved back into the list of standard units.
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Three subcomponentsDepth Zone – The WCC organizes the water column into horizontal and vertical compartments to define a grid-like space within which hydromorphic features, such as currents, pycnoclines and upwellings, can be described.   We start with the subsystems as the horizontal compartment and then recognize depth stratifications as the vertical compartment.  Hydroforms – Two level hierarchy – Hydroforms are physical entities that have a coherent, definable structure with identifiable boundaries and characteristic physical properties.  Their subforms are specific kinds of hydroforms.  Biotic  Groups and Biotopes – Two level hierarchy representing the characteristic floating aggregations of living things.  



Marine Subsystems

Nearshore: From the supratidal zone 
at the land margin to the 30 meter 
(m) depth contour. 

Neritic: from the 30‐meter depth 
contour  to the continental shelf 
break, generally between 100m and 
200m depth. 

Oceanic: from the continental shelf 
break to the deep ocean. 
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Presentation Notes
The WCC first establishes a structure that organizes the water column into horizontal regions, determined by fixed criteria based on the total water depth and position with respect to the shoreline or shelf edge.These regions coincide exactly with the CMECS Subsystem divisions that pertain to all components. Within the Marine System,  the Nearshore, Neritic and Oceanic Subsystems make up the horizontal structure of the grid. Although these divisions are important to all components, they have special importance to the water column- they reflect the relative potential for influence of terrigenous waters and materials on the water column, the degree of contact and interaction of water with land, the degree of interaction of the water column with the benthos and the overall spatial scaling of a water parcel to the total water column.  



Estuarine Subsystems
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Tidal Riverine
Deep Water

Tidal Riverine
Shallow Wate

Estuarine Shallow Water
from the supratidal zone to the 4 m depth contour 
excluding fresh waters (<0.5 PSU) designated Tidal 
Riverine. 

Estuarine Deep Water 
deeper than 4 m
excluding fresh waters (<0.5 PSU) designated Tidal 
Riverine. 

Estuarine Tidal Riverine Shallow Water
from the supratidal zone to the 4 m depth contour 
influenced by astronomical tides
salinity < 0.5 PSU during the period of average 
annual low flow
extending upriver to the head of tide

Estuarine Tidal Riverine Deep Water
deeper than 4 m depth contour 
influenced by astronomical tides
salinity <0.5 PSU during the period of average 
annual low flow
extending upriver to the head of tide

Shallow Water

Deep Water

Tidal Riverine
Deep Water

Tidal Riverine
Shallow Wate

Shallow Water

Deep Water
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Presentation Notes
Within the Estuarine System, the horizontal descriptors are Shallow and Deep Subsystems (for both the true estuarine and the tidal riverine portions of the estuary)Specifically, in the Estuarine System the divisions of Shallow (0 to 4 m total depth) and Deep (> 4 m) indicate potential illumination, net autotrophic versus heterotrophic metabolism, vertical homogeneity and stratification, re-suspension of bottom sediments and nutrients into the water column, and contact with beach, wetland or other shoreline environments. For those that didn’t attend the BBC webinar, This 4m  cutoff came from the Second Marine and Estuarine Shallow Water Scienceand Management Conference (Reilly and Spagnolo, 1999) where they were charged to codify a regulatory definitionof shallow water that was based on science. The definition of shallow water was viewed as covering the zone of maximuminteraction between human activities and critical biological resources.---------We recognize Shallow water zone  of estuarine waters within 4 mbelow Mean Low Water (MLW) including the supratidal zone. And a deep water zone below 4mThis definition came from the Second Marine and Estuarine Shallow Water Scienceand Management Conference (Reilly and Spagnolo, 1999) where they were charged to codify a regulatory definitionof shallow water that was based on science. The definition of shallow water was viewed as covering the zone of maximuminteraction between human activities and critical biological resources.Head of tide and the freshwater tidal riverine subsystems are included to be consistent with the FGDC shoreline classification and to allow inclusion for the entire domain of estuaries.Expanding the definition to include the head of tide required recognition of two additional Subsystems to address largely freshwater tidal situations.  These “riverine” designations allow us to be consistent with the NWI Riverine System a portion of which is now included in CMECS.We likewise recognize the 4m depth cutoff to recognize shallow vs. deep situation. 



Estuarine Subsystems 
And Strata

Near 
Surface 
Zone

Deep Zone

4

Depth (m)
0

WATER COLUMN COMPONENT STRUCTURE

4 m

Bottom
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So for the Estuarine Systems, we are creating cells in the grid by first recognizing the horizontal regions – the Subsystems, and thenClick – Identifying a vertical stratification that is based on depth from the surface.  So in this cartoon, there are three cells in the grid represented.  The Shallow Water Near Surface Zone (you can’t have a deep zone in shallow water), The Deep Water Near Surface Zone, and the Deep Water Deep ZoneThe vertical zones are critical in the classification of the water column because they define waters of very different character and dominant processes.  Many ecologically important variables that are reflected in depth (for example light attenuation) and by the adjacent boundaries of atmosphere, land, water and benthos are integrated into the simple framework of vertical zones.  So in this case depth is meant to be a surrogate the suite of ecological processes that vary by depth.Near Surface Zones are in contact with the atmosphere, are usually highly oxygenated, well-mixed and well-lighted and are sites of high rates of photosynthesis and net autotrophic productionWhereas: Deep Water Zones often are dimly or negligibly illuminated, particularly in estuaries, and can be heterotrophic.  The deeper waters have limited contact with the atmosphere, may be reduced in oxygen content, and can have a high degree of interaction with bottom sediments. You’ll notice here, that we’ve made a break at the 4m mark to separate the near-surface zone from the deep zone.  We chose the 4m cutoff because it was consistent with the 4m cutoff we used to identify shallow v. deep Subsystems.  We’ve been called out on this a little bit – because we need perhaps a stronger ecological rationale for this zone that we are now calling “near surface”.   We’ve just started working on this issue.Just a terminology clarification at this point…..What I’m referring to hear as the Near Surface Zone is  called Shallow zone in the documentation and unit catalogue, we’ve instituted the “near-surface” to help us differentiate between when we are talking about total depth from the bottom  that we designate as “shallow” vs when we are talking about the distance from the surface.  So 4m from the surface is now called “Near Surface” instead of Shallow Zone”   We’re implementing this new terminology right away because it’s just too much of a tongue twister and mind bender to refer to it the old way.  



Nearshore & Neritic Subsystems & Strata 

Near 
Surface
Zone

Deep Zone

30

Depth (m)
0

WATER COLUMN COMPONENT STRUCTURE

Shelf 
break

4 m
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So you can see that the Shallow and Deep Zones are the same for the Nearshore and Neritic Subsystems.  In this case we see four cells in the grid – A near surface and deep zone for the Nearshore System and a Near Surface and a Deep for the Neritic System.I’ll note here that  we’ve been encouraged us to add a Neustonic layer to the grid to get at the ecosystem of the surface film of the open water.  That will likely be added.



Epipelagic

Bathypelagic

Abyssopelagic

Mesopelagic

Hadalpelagic

200

1000

4000

6000

Depth (m)
0

30 m
~150 m

Oceanic Strata
WATER COLUMN COMPONENT STRUCTURE
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The depth zones for the Oceanic Subsystem of the Marine System are scaled differently from those of the other subsystems because of the large spatial scale, complexity and depth of the oceanic water column. There are five layers defined for this subsystem using traditional oceanographic stratifications and terminology.   Again, here we are using depth as a surrogate for the varying ecological process that occur in these different layers and vary approximately with these depths.  At this point it’s a practical matter – in many cases it’s just more practical to measure depth then assess whether it is perpetually dark as in the definition of Abyssopelagic.  We have been called to improve our definitions of these zones to reflect the important ecological process that we are trying to capture with them.   We’ll do that.



Estuarine Tidal Riverine Shallow Water Near Surface Zone

Estuarine Tidal Riverine Deep Water Near Surface Zone
Estuarine Tidal Riverine Deep Water Deep Zone

Estuarine Shallow Water Near Surface Zone

Estuarine Deep Water Near Surface Zone
Estuarine Deep Water Deep Zone

Nearshore Near Surface Zone
Nearshore Deep Zone

Neritic Near Surface Zone
Neritic Deep Zone

Epipelagic Zone 
Mesopelagic Zone 
Bathypelagic Zone
Abyssopelagic Zone 
Hadalpelagic Zone

Estuarine

Marine

WATER COLUMN STRATA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So here’s the entire list of the 15  different Water Column Strata.  We’ve got 6 strata for the Estuarine System and 9 for the Marine System.    While many projects may never try to map these zones, they will be very important as descriptors for other units from other components, as descriptors  for marine animal distributions, and for putting other water column subcomponent units into context.  



Hydroforms and Subforms

Coherent, definable 
hydromorphic structure with 
identifiable boundaries and 
characteristic physical properties

Plumes
Gyres
Eddies
Currents

They vary extensively in size, 
volume, areal extent, persistence, 
and ecological significance.
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Hydroforms have  a coherent, definable structure with identifiable boundaries and characteristic physical properties such as upwellings, eddies, gyres, and currents.  The are found throughout the world’s oceans at different temporal and spatial scales.They are ecologically important because they shape their environment by creating gradients, surfaces, barriers, compartments and energy vectors. They influence the distribution and condition of biota and often act as habitat by creating a complex environmental structure, by facilitating and enhancing transport of materials and energy, cycling nutrients, providing refugia, aggregating food resources, providing migration pathsThey are tricky to deal with because they move all over the place, and their boundaries are often complex physical characters that require highly specialized expertise to measure and recognize.We’ve had to walk a balance between providing the level of rigor in their definitions that is useful to the physical oceanographers and the utility that is required by the marine ecologists and biologists.   



Epipelagic

Bathypelagic

Abyssopelagic

Mesopelagic
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Hydroforms and Subforms
WATER COLUMN COMPONENT STRUCTURE
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CMECS thus treats the water column as a grid composed of horizontal regions (x-y axes) of estuarine and marine waters divided on the basis of position relative to land and total water depth, and vertical layers (z-axis) of the water column defined by depth below the surface. The WCC is organized around this fixed framework of horizontal and vertical reaches, within which the structure and Hydroforms of the water column, if applicable, can be positioned.   It provides context for the other units including hydroforms.  This structural arrangement acknowledges the variability in water column conditions and water movements, while allowing maximum flexibility for the user. It allows a user who may not have the interest in or capability to measure the boundaries of structures such as the mixed layer depth to classify water column features within the mixed layer by referencing their locations in the x-y-z space. 



Proposed Rearrangement
NEARSHORE

Current
Wind‐driven 
Tidal front and gyre
Buoyancy flow (river plumes, winter water masses)
Wave‐driven current (longshore, rip currents, undertows)

Wave
Surface wind waves
Surface swell
Internal waves
Surf zone
Edge waves
Storm surge
Tsunami

Tide
Tidal range
Tidal type (semi‐diurnal, diurnal, mixed)
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 We had a workshop specifically on the water column classification last January.  One of the things that came out of it was a proposal to rearrange the hydroform sub-component according to a hierarchy organized at the hightest level by Currents, Waves, and Tides as the major types of hydroforms.  Toby Garfield and Don Olson, worked us through a draft of this.  Here I’m showing the proposed arrangement for the Nearshore Subsystem.   We’ve just pulled together a team of folks that will begin refining this concept for the next revision.  Our intent is that all of the hydroforms and subforms in the original draft find a place in this new organization.



WCC Biotic Group

Phytoplankton Bloom
Zooplankton Aggregation
Floating Microbial Mat
Floating/Drift Macroalgae
Floating Vascular Vegetation
Jellyfish Aggregations (Smacks)
Vent Community
Surf Foam/Surface Foam
Whale Aggregations (Pods)?
Pelagic Fish (Schools)?
Demersal Fish (Schools)?
Seagrass Meadow (Water Surrounding Grass Blades)
Kelp Forest (Water Surrounding Stipe and Blades)

Floating or suspended aggregations of biota defined by the dominant life form or 
informal taxonomic or functional groupings. Patterns and distributions are 
determined by and associated with water column structure and dynamics and the 
physico-chemical components of the water column.

Vancouver Island

Washington

Phytoplankton --

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The third sub-component includes the Biotic Groups and Biotopes that allow us to consider floating or suspended biota that are associated with the water column.  Meant as a complement to the Benthic Biotic Component – similar to the BBC Biotic Groups, these are defined by functional or informal taxonomic groupings that are well known an relatively easily identified.We are most interested in the aggregations that are highly associated with a specific habitat and or provide habitat themselves and that aren’t already identified in the benthic biotic component.  I think we’ve had a hard time keeping that objective clear or perhaps agreeing on it.  We’re not in the business of creating a fish community classification.   You’ll notice that the three highlighted the free swimming species whales and fish – we’re still debating whether they’ll be in the final listing.  Also – I ‘ve boldly crossed out the seagrass meadow and the kelp forests (here meant to include the floating bits of them) because they’re already included in the BBC, and there is limited utility and perhaps some additional confusion added by having them in the WCC too.So these are tricky to deal with too since many of them are ephemeral or move all over the place.  If you are interested in mapping these, it will be necessary to identify a time series that is in sync with the periodicity of the biota.



WCC Biotope

TBD

Floating or suspended aggregations of biota defined by the dominant 
organism (usually identified to genus or species). Biotope patterns and 
distributions are determined by and associated with water column structure 
and dynamics and the physico-chemical components of the water column.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have considered the need for defining Biotopes for the WCC that are analogous to the definition of the BBC biotopes.  There may be a need for this in the future, but I think we are pretty far away from achieving it.  We’ve had some conversations that we might not need this level of specificity in the water column, but at this point we’re leaving ourselves open for the possibility.  



WCC Modifiers
Salinity (fresh, oligohaline, mesohaline, polyhaline, euhaline, hyperhaline)

Oxygen (Anoxic, hypoxic, oxic, oxygen saturated, oxygen supersaturated)
Temperature (Frozen, Superchilled, Cold, Temperate, Warm, Hot)

Turbidity Type, Provenance
Energy Type, Intensity, Direction
Light Attenuation Provenance, Agent
Productivity – Phytoplankton & Macrovegetation
Primary Water Source
And more….
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What you may be noticing is that I didn’t talk about salinity, temperature, and oxygen.  Right now these variables are used as modifiers in CMECS and we provide categorical values for them based on ranged of measurements.     Some have commented that they measure these things precisely and wouldn’t want to dumb their data down to fit into the categories we’ve provided.     In those cases, you shouldn’t.  If your study is all about salinity and temperature, then it would be silly to dumb it down.  Use the actual values as your own modifiers as appropriate.Another comment that came in is how can salinity not be one of the major classifiers of the water column?  So we’ll be looking into whether any of these modifiers should be brought back into the standard classification.



Questions?
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Mapping Principles
Map Scale and Minimum Mapping Unit are user driven

May decide to lower the mmu for important types with small footprints

Map to the CMECS level or component that works for your project
Can mix and match components and levels on the maps
If you can’t map a unit accurately, go up a level or two in the hierarchy 

Use the sensors  and tools that meet objectives.
Be cautious combining data collected with different sampling techniques

Secondary Elements can help with heterogeneous polygons, but are not required

Temporal variability is tricky, but not untenable
Decide what dynamic units are important to capture and adjust time series data collection and visualizations to 
the periodicity of the unit
Use “temporal persistence” modifier  to indicate temporally  variable units that aren’t the focus of the project.

Coding
Individual units have been assigned codes – based on NWI for BBC and SGC Classes and Subclasses
Code assembly is currently up to the user to develop or ignore.  
Waiting on mapping guidance document.

Habitat maps are derived products
It’s up to the user to integrate the CMECS units in a way that makes ecological sense.
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“Requirements” for mapping at this point are very minimal.  Probably the only requirement is to apply the CMECS units as they are defined and if you need to modify them, do it in a way that you can roll the units back up to the standard.  Beyond that, mapping CMECS at this point is really up to the users.   So – you determine the he map scale and the minimum mapping unit based on what you are trying to accomplish.  You might find that you need multiple map scales or mmus to meet objectives for things that have small footprints, but are important to the project.You map the levels or components that work for you and the sensors you have available to you.  If you can map something at one level, go up a level or don’t map it.  You can use secondary elements to help map heterogenous polygons to provide additional information on the map (I’ll talk about this in a few minutes) Temporal variability gives all mappers problems because every data set a moment in time and we lose information on ephemeral units if we don’t plan for them.   – If dynamics are important – time series mapping should be done based on the expected periodicity of the type.  HAB’s then daily, Kelp beds then maybe annually.  If you don’t care much about a wrack that is showing on your map and it may be gone tomorrow, then you can map it and label the polygon with a temporal persistence modifier to indicate that it probably won’t be there when you come back.Coding – We’ve developed some individual codes  - some based on the NWI units and others based on their names, but we’ve punted on the coding scheme until we develop the mapping guidance.  If you need a coding scheme – it’s up to you to develop it, but we are finding that with the GIS and geodatabases, that coding schemes are becoming less and less necessary.  Just a reminder that CMECS isn’t a habitat classification – Habitat maps or inferred habitat maps are an application or derived product using CMECS as the building blocks.  



Approaches to Mapping CMECS

CMECS Units are ecological 
building blocks
Derived products illustrate their 
meaning
Two Mapping Approaches

Pick and choose
Separate Coverages

Objective and source data driven

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remember in the first Webinar, when we talked about the differences between ecological classifications and map classifications?.  The point I made in that discussion is that there are inherent differences between the two.  We’ve tried to develop CMECS as an ecological classification – identifying those units that are important in describing to the arrangement and association of the biology with it’s environment, with an eye towards mapping.   Over the past four weeks, we’ve talked about a number of pilot studies where we’ve made considerable progress mapping CMECS.CMECS Units are meant to be the building blocks for assembling maps and other products– and we’ve separated these units into their various components to give users a lot of flexibility to integrate them to develop ecologically meaningful maps.  And you can do this in a number of ways, depending on your objectives.  You can draw from various components to assemble a spatial data set (map) Or:   You can work entirely within a component and develop separate maps for each one. This is a departure from many traditional classification systems that are designed around a specific technology and confine seascape elements within a flat structure that is based on what that technology can observe. How you choose to integrate the CMECS units depends on the objectives of the project, the source data type, project logistical constraints, and perhaps most importantly, spatial exclusivity between those units being integrated in the map. 
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Pick and Choose Approach

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This cartoon on the left  shows how various CMECS components could be assembled into a single “flat” spatial data set – by picking and choosing units from across components that are of interest to the project. The source data technology is an aerial optical instrument. CMECS  units that can be detected using this technology, and are of concern for this mapping project, are included in the map. The arrows indicate how the CMECS units form a menu of attributes for this map. This approach may be preferred where the units are generally spatially exclusive (boundaries between units from one component generally agree with those of another) and where one technology is being employed. An example of how this might look is shown  on the right side.  In this case, the focus of the project was the distribution of seagrass and macroalgae as well as areas available for new colonization (shallow unconsolidated bottom). 



Separate Coverage Approach
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The figure on the left illustrates the approach where each component is captured in an independent spatial data set. Using an optical image source as above, separate data layers are compiled for each component. Despite being topologically separate data, they can be integrated as feature classes within GIS tools such as the geodatabase data structure. This approach may be preferable where wall-to-wall information is desired for each component and there is minimal spatial exclusivity between units, that is, landscape units (polygons) tend to overlay one another or where more than one technology is being used. The map example on the right illustrates separate data sets for each component that could then be overlain and analyzed together in a GIS environment. Integrating the separate units from various components to assemble a meaningful map requires some ecological know-how.   So for example,  CMECS isn’t a habitat classification per se, though a habitat map can be derived from CMECS building blocks by integrating them in a meaningful and scientifically defensible way.   A great example of this is the recent paper by Emily Shumchenia and, John Kingand meaningful 



Secondary Element Modifiers:
A solution to mapping heterogeneous polygons

Secondary elements can be used as 
modifiers for identification of features 
in a map unit that are mixed into a 
primary classification unit at a level 
below the classification threshold.   

A polygon with 5% cover of cobbles on 
top of a dominant cover of sand and you 
(or the biota) care about the cobbles
A polygon where two biotic groups are 
present, one dominant, the other not, 
but both are worth noting
A polygon where two geoforms are 
present. Dependent on the minimum 
mapping unit and project objectives 
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So the other day, John Harper mentioned he was concerned about situations where the threshold of CMECS would classify an area as bedrock, but there were mixtures of unconsolidated substrate with them that are important to the biota, but occur below the minimum mapping unit.  He noted that about 30-40% of the coast represent these sorts of mixtures.  What do you do?In CMECS we’ve developed the concept of Secondary Elements.  Secondary elements are used as modifiers when you have a heterogenous polygon  at the size of the mmu and the components of the mix are ecologically relevant.I like to call this the rice and beans dilemma.  First of all, I think we can agree this issue is a function of map scale and is going to be driven by objectives.   Consider this case where the bowls represent the minimum mapping unit.   If the threshold rule is that if it’s greater than 10% rice, then these dishes are both classified as rice.  But you really want to know about the beans too  because you’ve gotta get the whole protein.  In both of these cases, you would classify the polygon as rice, but add a bean modifier as a secondary element.  As to the organization of the top vs. the bottom pictures, it’s all a matter of scale, isn’t it?  If you needed to know that there are homogenous patches of rice and separate homogenous polygons of beans (both below the mmu), then you could add a modifier like patchy or dense to the beans, or decide that your minimum mapping unit isn’t catching what you really need to know and adjust your mmu.In the document the discussion is distributed in three different places- There is a detailed  discussion of it in the modifiers section and mentions of it in the BBC and SGC that give examples of how this is handled.  



Solutions to Heterogeneous Polygons
90 ‐ 100% of particles >2 mm
boulders dominant coarse fraction
sand dominant fine fraction

Class: Unconsolidated Substrate
Subclass: Coarse Unconsolidated Substrate
Group: Fragments (Boulders) 

Secondary Element: Sand
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So let’s go through some real examples.  The CMECS SGC recognizes that mixtures of substrate types are very common and often very ecologically important.In this case, we have a group of boulders that have a few patches of sand mixed in.  I’m gonna call it less than 10% sand for this example-So the Type is classified as Fragments, with a modifier of Boulders and the Secondary Element is Sand.Again, you’d only go through this exercise if you cared about the sand.



Secondary Element Modifiers
35 ‐ 90% of particles are larger than 2 
mm
boulders are the dominant coarse 
fraction
sand is the dominant fine fraction 

Class: Unconsolidated Substrate 
Subclass: Unconsolidated Fine Sediments

Group: Sand (Fine sand) 
Secondary Element: Boulders (moderate)
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Here’s situation where there is greater than 10% sand and lots of boulders.  It’s classified as Sand with a modifier letting us know it’s fine sand.  The secondary element is boulders with a modifer that says they have moderate density.



If you care about turtles…
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35 ‐ 90% of particles are 
larger than 2 mm
boulders are the dominant 
coarse fraction
sand is the dominant fine 
fraction 

Class: Unconsolidated Substrate 
Subclass: Unconsolidated Fine 
Sediments

Group: Sand (Fine sand) 
Secondary Element: Boulders 
(moderate)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But let’s consider the bigger picture with a study that might have a bigger and perhaps more realistic minimum map unit. And let’s add in a (made up) user objective.  So if your study is about sea turtle nesting sites and it’s all about the sand for them, then you might just identify one polygon of beach, noting the presence of the boulders.  Or you might not really care to do include the secondary modifier at all.  Then you might just want to recognize the sandy beach at the scale of your study.  Yeah – there are some rocks on it – but in this study, I’m just interested in locating the sandy beaches as potential sea turtle nesting sites….



If you care about the birds….
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Polygon 1
90 ‐ 100% of particles >2 mm
boulders dominant coarse fraction
sand dominant fine fraction

Class: Unconsolidated Substrate
Subclass: Coarse Unconsolidated Substrate
Group: Fragments (Boulders) 
Secondary Element: Sand

Polygon 2
35 ‐ 90% of particles are larger than 2 mm
sand is the dominant fine fraction 

Class: Unconsolidated Substrate 
Subclass: Unconsolidated Fine Sediments
Group: Sand (Fine sand) 

Polygon 1 

Polygon 2
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Here’s another case where the objective is to think about seabird foraging areas.  Pretend that these rocks are providing prime fishing perches and you are interested in them as prime feeding areas for the shore birds, then you might choose to separate out the rocky area as it’s own polygon  - and then you can decide whether it’s worth noting the sandy aspect within those rocky areas are useful as a secondary element.So I think the message here is that you have some choices.  
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